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(CIIAN(CE, IN PROPE'•RTII'ES IDIIING ACING OV ALUlMITNUMI ALLOYS

by

I. N. Fridlyander

According to A. A. Bochvar /I/, the type of heat treatment, based oa
the procosse'o of a dissociation of a state of an nlloy fixed by hardening, Is
cvtaled annea lng or aging. Annealing oraging can be spontaneous, if the
tvmperature o" the space surrounding the hardened a]loy is so high that its
atoms are capable of migrating Inside the lattice. In those cases, when the
tomperature is too low for spontaneous annealing, the alloy must be heated
so that the mobility of the atoms is increased. Such heating of the alloy
is called artificial annealing or artificial aging. In relation to the stage
of annealing, strengthening annealing at temporatures close to the beginning
of the dissociation temperature for a solid solution differs from softening
annealing, at higher temperatures.

We will designate the following terms to mean: "natural aging" or
"cold aging" for the case of aging, without preheating occuring under natural
conditions, and "artificial aging" or "hot aging", as that caused by the
special heating after hardening.

However, in a number of articles it is shown that, during artificial
aging in distinction to natural aging, not only are the processes of dissocia-
tion of the supersaturated solution accelerated, which was pointed out by
A. Vil'm, but another structure and a different complex of mechanical and
physical properties of the alloys apnear.

When increasing the duration of the artificial aping or when in, reasing
the aging temperature above the conditions, which lead to maximum hardness,
there occurs a lowering of the hardness and creep limit, and elongation increases
insignificantly or doesn't change, remaining at a comparatively low level.
This stage of the process of dissociation of a supersaturated solid solution
is called "overaging".

Silkok, Hill and Hardy /5/, who established the direct connection
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betweooi the ha rdnilsi andlt st ruct I ro of t ho a I1I oYN o ' ti I um itinu withI 2 . 0) and
4. l pe rt'en t Co , Iha~vo m Iitinitl% hat I ho miax Niti o( t lie ha rdhiox i s tconnot' ted to
tilt p "'oll'to tit' 01 0" LW hado . lierit rdnsi Is N owe rod to tit hO x tnt that thle!

o'onton t of t ho o' phame is f ncieistitl N n al il ov with threoo percent Cu,
the MAXIMU Orm 1A harIne11N 00rr ,Npond N to n a4t riio t u , whichi con t a ins 90 per-

t'O~ti 0' 4nd10 P orcollt 0' . (X'n*squont' 1>, ''avornAIng' moan inp A l owern g of~
tiarthlnos o'an occur with the tipptara ice of stiparni'dons not of the st able, but:
of th I i'et a-iabe It' haso

Mativ rosoat'eh renorts have shoiuvn that thle d inso' intirin (if a sol id sol u-
t ton occuirN, ats a rule, In several stages., tile fornmat ion of the in 'yei-Preston

tho appearance Of particles of the metastable. phase: and the formation
Of particlos of the stable phase /4 ,9 ~,114-18/. Those chnnpt s osF propertiLes,
whi(ch art, Wte rent In~ nntural aging (al though they shoul d occur also with
liia',t Ins) ,are createod by the formaition of the Ctn,'yo-llreston ?01108. Artificial

angArid overapinq are connected with the appearance of the parcirles of the
meL~istablo e hase (and in the case of averaging, possihi , V, Of 0h0 stable phase.)
Ila, formation of the structure with PArticles of thle stahlec nhase leads to

onnea1 ing of the hardened alloy. Tn kiccordance with ths Is n articl es /7 and R/
it was suggested th'nt for tho terms natural. and artificial aging the terms
:!onal and phase apinp he substituted for the characteristics of thle structural
chanpas in the alloy.o

7onal aping dtoes not lead to softeninp. of the allov for any increase in
the durationi of thle linld!ng time. Phase aging can be hardening or softening
(for the overaging stape.) Therefore, it Is necessary to differentiate between
hardening, or softening phase aging and overaging or coagulation (instead of
arti If [dl iging or overiaginp.) Por the sake of brevi ty we can evidently call
hard ning ph-ase aging or annealing--phase agingz, and call sof teninp phase aging
or annea~ling--coaguiation during aging.

The transition from the zones to the mietastable and then to the stable
phases occurs gradually: in the transition period, zones and metastable phases
occur, and then metastable and stable phases. Thus, the amiount of~ A" in the
alloy Al-4%Cu In the aging pic.,ess at 1800 increases from 0 after holding for
one hour to predominant values for holding for 100 hours, and is reduced again
to 0 after 500 hours of holding. The 0' nhase appears after 70 hours of agingp
and becomes predominant after holding for 500 hours. The change it'. the proper-
ties, for example, the raising of the creep limit and the lowering of elongation,
created by the appearance in the structures of metastable phase Particles, also
Occurs in the aging process not by Jumps, but. gradually with a greater or lesser
degree of intensity in relation to the aging temperature.

The transition from zones to Dhases can be accomplished isothermically
when Increasing the holding time or when increasing the temperature. For each
alloy temperature-time fields can be set up for the zonal., mixed and phase
aging and coagulation during aging (fig. 1) If the boundaries of the transi-
tions are nut into coordinates of the logarithm of time, then in a nUmber of
cases they take the. form of straight lines.
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T°,K Complete dissAnearance of
According to the degree of -k Wmetastable phAoe particles

the increase, the temperatures of
transition from zones to phases Appearence of stable phase
accelerate; at sufliciently high rticles -

temperatures zonal aging can be
pcolonged for several seconds, omplete d a rance of
atv 20 0C in alloyti of AL,-Zn-Mg zon
the transition from zones to -
phases takes many months or years fAppieaance-of metastable
/12,13./ Below a certain tem- --- • se particles
perature, which is characteristic
for each alloy, the transition ýAppearance of zones
from zones to phases does not
occur, in this case zones exist Logarithm of time
for an unlimited time. If the
ippearance of particles of the Figure 1. Diagram of the temperature-
metastable phases is connected with time fields of transition from zonal
a sharp rise in the creep limit to phase aging and annealing.
and an intensive lowering of
elongation, then at high tempera-
tures the transition from zones to metastable phases as a result of the return
leads to the appearance of extremal points ( a maximum and minimum) of hardness
properties which are clearly expressed on the curves of the change.

For the concrete case of the V95 alloy of the Al-Zn-Mg-Cu system (figure
2), aging at 120, 140, 160, 180 and 2200 C leads to the appearance of two
smooth maximums of the hardness and creep limits. The first maximum r ':ears
in tCe first 5-60 seconds (in relation to the aging temperature.) Th.. .'rdness
in the first maximum in the temperature interval 121l-2000 C remains unchanged.
The hardness in the second maximum reaches the greatest values for the very
lowest temperature of its appearance. The creep limit in the second maximum
closely approximates the hardness limit. Up to the transition to the second
rise of hardness, elongation doesn't change or grows a little and electrical
:esistance increases. In the second maximum elongation and electrical resis-
tance drop sharply. Aging up to the first maximum of hardness can be charact-
erized as the zonal stage, occurring at high temperatures very rapidly; from
Lhe first to the second maximum as phase aging. After the second maximum
annealing of the alloy occurs

At high temperatures the transition takes place so slowly, that the
extremal points on the ccrves of the chage of properties are not affected
(aging at 200 C) (see figure 2.)

Previous zonal aging affects the actual effect on the subsequent phase
aging. In proportion to an increase in the duration of the preliminary natural
aging those hardenings in the aging process at high temperature up to reaching
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the first maximum of hardness--everything slows down, and then instead of
hardening of the alloy there occurs its softening (the return phenomenon.)
The softening of the alloy in the process of artificial aging occurs in that
case, when the hardness reached during natural aging exceeds the hardness
value in the first maximum during artificial aging. Preliminary natural
aging noticeably affects also the level of the second hardness maximum,
aftects the time necessary to reach it, and affects those softenings, occurring
after reaching the second maximum for a given condition of artificial aging.
The second hardness maximum is lowered in the case of a certain duration of
natural aging, and then everything increases, and subsequently everything
slows down in the case of further increases in the duration of natural aging.

At insufficient density of the zones (the number of zones per unit of
volume) in the case of insufficient length of natural aging, the hardness
of the alloy after phase aging seems to be decreased. At larger density
of the zones, the hardness characteristics increase; subsequently, during
an increase of the duration of previous zonal aging the hardness characteristics
of the alloys pass thuough a minimum, and then exceed the values of those
amounts, which correspond to alloys artificially aged immediately after hard-
ening (figure 3.) This is evident for the example not only of alloys of
Al-Zn-Mg-Cu, but also for the case of alloys of Al-' 4g-Si (figure 4.) Thus,
between the zones and the Darticles of the metastable phases arising later
there exists a definite connection; probably, part of the zones allotronically
change over into metastable phases or by another method the zones affect
the formation of the metastable phases; in relation to the density of the
zones the dispersion of the particles of the metastable phases changes,/13/
and possibly, also their crystal structures and orientation in relation to
the matrix. A similar dispersion of particles of the metastable phases is
reached after preliminary zonal aging at substantially higher temperature
(and correspondingly for shorter time periods,) than in the case Of phase
aging immediately after hardening. Consequently, thermal stability of the
alloys in the stage of phase aging increases when using previous zonal aging
The effect of zonal aging on the subsequent ohase aging clearly appears during
gradual aging. In the first stage an accelerated zonal aging occurs, and in
the second stage accelerated phase aging at high temperatures: their com-
bination ensures high dispersion of the particles of the metastable phases
and high hardness characteristics when shortening the overall aging time.

There occur very definite regularities of change in the zroperties for
all aging aluminum alloys outside the relationship to the spec'al features
of the phase and chemical compositions for different stages of aging. In
zonal aging the electrical resistance in the process of aging increases;
in phase aging and coagulation during aging it decreases.

Vor zonal aging there is a characteristically lowered value for the
creep limit, a considerable discontinuity between the creep limit and the
hardness limit, the relation sigma 0 . 2 and sigma, as a rule, is less thar
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0.6 and 0.7; elQngation is great--usually not less than 12-15 percent. The
high values of elongation are achieved basically on account of the increased
uniform elongation, local elongation in the neck zone and narrowing of the
cross section do not substantially differ from these characteristics in the
phase aging stage (table 1.) The lowered creep limit of the alloys in the

Table I. Uniform and local (in the discontinuity zone) elongation
of alloy V92 on a base of 5 and 2 mmn.

10o 5 mm 10 a 2mm

Aging conditions delta, % delta, % delta, % delta, %
at the disloc- uniform at the dis- uniform
ation site location site

20 0 C, 8 days 35.7 13.0 46.4 13.1
1000, 96 hours 22.3 8.0 35.5 7.5
600, 24 haurs + 1950
2 hours 29.0 5.8 44.5 6.7

zone stage of'aging is explained by the fact that the zones do not affect
the existing larger resistance to the motion of dislocations, than the matrix;
the dislocationa xross the zone, and do not bend around them./ll//

During phase aging the creep limit closely approximates the hardness
limit (sigma 0 .2/sigmab = 0.8 to 0.95,) elongation is lowered by 5 to 7 per-
cent on account of the lowering of uniform elongation, hardness reaches
maximum values. The high values for the creep limit are created by consider-
ably larger resistance to the motion of the dislocations of the particles
of the metastable phases (in comparison to the zonal phases.) The dislocations
bend around the particles of the metastable phases, forming multiple disloca-
tion loops around them/ll/.

&7

I ¶
0  Rivets with

v"' cracks * • Soaking timne, hours

.J• No cracks "1

E I L Lo..L-:J
S£3oaking time, h. jnui"e•--• -T-- s -

Soaking time

Figure 5. The effect of temperature and aging time on the unriveting
of riveted wire made of V 9h alloy. The deposition of the wire with a
height of 1.h d /20/.
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In the coagulation process durinig aging ("overagingl), the
particles of the m-tastable phases become enlarged, the distance between
them increases, the motion of the disloca ions bending around the
particles is facilitated in corresoondence to the Orovan criterion /11/,
and the creeo limit decreases somewhat. Uniform elongation continues
to remain low, but local elongation and narrowin of th- cross section
grows and, as a result, the overall elong:,-tion increases slightly. The
capacity for considerable plastic local deformation, for example, the
fastening; of rivets, actually improves (figure 5).

The regularities of the changes of sigmab; sigma ( ?; delta; and
described above aopear to be general for all a::ing aluminum alloys.

For all of them there are temperatures and soakings during airing which
i/ive hi. 'h elongation and a low sigmao. 2/sigmab ratio, which corresoonds

S•o zonal aging; then at certain temperatures and soakings a sharp rise
in the cre;-o limit and a lowering of elongation sets in; in this case
electrical resistance is also lowered; all t1is characterizes the
transition to phase aging. At even higher temperatures and longer
soakings sigma 0o 2 begins to drop; Y which remains comparatively inert
all this tim•-, begins to increa:;e and corresoondingJ:- elongation
increases somewhat and there is a sharp imirovement in thr technical
properties, characterized by considerable plastic deformation (for
example, tl'e ability of wire to :e unriveted.) Alth-. gh these r-gular-
.teies are general, the temnerature and transition for different alloys

differ greatly. For examnle, for alloys of Al-Zn-Mg the transition from
zonal to phase a.,ing sets in at 20-700, for alloy D16--in the region of
100, and for alloys of Al-Mg-Si at even higher temperatures. For cer-
tain alloys artificial aging conditions occur in the zonal a.:,ing range.

It is interesting to note, that the sigma^ 2/sigma ratio is
larger and the elongation is loss for temoered a~1o-rs (in comiarison
to annealedrl allcys), which is connected with the conditions of the
cassinr, of a dislocation in a s.,ructure without separaticns and to
particles of thý stable phases, close in the first case to the structure
w:.th zones, and i.n the second case .ith particles of the mctasý,able
Phases. At the sarme time narrowing is greater in tempered alloys.

The imopactviscosity and specific oceratin of breakdcwn with
previously ap.'lied cracks has a h i:*h value during aging, they are sharply
lower as a result of phase aging -- alloys 016 and V92rs (table 2) and
again increase in the process of coagulaticn during an-ing for alloy V93
(table 2, figure 6.) Prolonged hardness, fatique and staric endurance
change during zonal and phase a-.ing slightly (ta:,les 3 an-i h), probably
because in the process of more prolonged testing there o curs an
additional local dissocia-,ion of th! supersaturated solid solution and
a transition from zonal to phase aing.

An.caling is accompanied 'y a certain increase in staticr endurance.
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Ver dfnt regularities U's U
occur in the relationshir, of the U~ '
tenidency of' all oys to delayedA6
destruction and corrrosion under - J -

pressure. If' for an alloy thereI-
exis;ts a tendency for this type SIT
of damarle ("or examole, fcr pure 7
alurrinum or low-a~loy alloys. 4U
similar r~henomena are not obser- - -
ved), tý.en only one a npears at 48-~~
definite condi~tiinrs cf aging,
which correspondi to, a sharp rise I

in the cree-n lirnLt and low,,rirn ..-- _____

of clong- tion. For a low creern A *

lirn t -r a'thr thr crec") limit._________
has5 reached a maximum, or itL
noticeably he,'ns to get. lowear, r0
des',ructi ns of the corrosion
crac;kLng t, r do not occur. Th i r,-.
is seron` r '.hp Pxample of alloys T. ~
DI ~/ AKh-l, T)17 and D2C)
(tio,ýe 5) and alloy ATsMU (figure =

7,hut can he !iet u-i also.- Por all .
t' (, othEr ag-ing alloys, i~f t.hey, 48~ -
in Princi.-le, tend to ce~rrosion 4
cracking. Thus, dangerous -ondi- ItJ4

1 rsn relati-:'n to corrosion _ 7
cracking, of agjing can. be exposed - 5 2
wit~h-mit conducrtinij corr,,sion tests Duration of aging, hours
acccordinc to thr' kinemiatic curves Figure 6. 7:ffect of aging
-f t.,,e chanue of iga2and conditions con the mechanical
Jelta. A simli I n~~ nrito properties oZ plated sheets of

of trho curves cf tl-e -han~re of alloy VA!"23 (l.N.F'ridlyander,
sigjmaoj.2, delta nd týýr tendency Z.YArchakcva,'f.K.Mjiova)I
to corrosion cracking can be inter-
!,rcted in the following manner.

Inthrce foala-n (small sia-, large rlongation), :,

-retween prorduction arnd t~he matr'x there is no ;enaratiu)n boundary, all the,
a- ing alloys are nf-t Fuhbjectert to corrosion undelr nrc .r~urc. Ehe transi-
tion from zonal tco ,!ase a -infg Ifeads, e,;idrntl,,r, tc the annearan-e of a
-:ntinucus chain of hi 'hly dispersed se-)-ra ions cf narticles of' the

oo~zL'ue ha,,es; tr.(- a',r~g allovs bercme subljected lo corrosion under
5ýre.- r5 ure. Diring 'irthrr pl-ase a~ring and coaculation d!uring aging the
nairtlcler of th", -'t.astable -ohases br'come harder, th- distancn between
Lthem increases, t'.o crntinuity ci' th- chain of s arations is broken
an-~ t1'e alloys as,-', `ilc ýmr unsusceptible to corrro-s4on under preS3ure,

NOT REPRODUCIBLE



Table 2
Impact viscosity of certain aluminum
alloys in relation to aging conditions

AlloyI Aging, Impact viscosity,

D1I6 Natural(zonal).. . .

Artificial (phase)-
190", S-9 hours . 2,0

V93 120'. 3 h + 16-S., 4 h 0,52
1200, 3 h .17o00, 5 h.. . . . . . . . .. . O.8z
1~° 3 h +-1-800. ,h

S. . .. . . . . . 1,01V92Ms 20o, 3months ...... .

Ho°, 96 hours ...... . .,

Table 3
Static enduranee of certain alumninum alloys
in relation to the agi'g conditions (dr A.l6e)

Alloy Aging conditions Static endurance,
Aloy_ Agingconditions I (number of cycles)

"Y92ts, 2o*,s months ....... .-- 0) .. 1-
sheet f hours........ (X--0).1(P

20 montg ....... ... . ..o). 10"
oi19Ir), 100", 24 fl,+1,0o, 10

Ah.... .h ........ .. . (4 --). .IAlg) e ,rofi 1 5- 4
of V93, 1200, , h + ,

forging in 120, 3 h +17.'°, -S h
the height . .. . ..... . 4,2.7o:'
direction 1120, 3 h "•t"')*, 5h

Table 4
Fatigue of certain aluminum alloys at
different aging conditions

Based on 2 x 106 cycles

e lg~uiiW&,_kg-/mm 2

Acondi-ton smooth specimensAlloy A ging t o 'f t!rpecimons wwith holes

D16 natural aging i0 7
artificial aging,.

V92ta 20"--- month . . . .
606, 14 h + 0,50--

-h . ._- . . .



* ~l ! itrihll ii 1o ' Io c'hi fl h~lI~ ~ Iq'o I'¶1 , t.1 N :i1'1, d l'• l ,

Allov Agti IIMti4llIt 1 1,1

AK4-1 h 1, h . 41 ,V1 I
Sh 4 2,h 11,11

" , " h .. 43 ,,1 till

'"43,h 14

43 h 30 IN

i7 •~ I . . 41 No III M411

suirsi Io, h n411 41 '1

Sh

•ot~S~l ,?v q~reion ropina, ncr wAB ,iettormtnod by variable
submersion in , •.;;. u,%,,

Table 6
Mechanical properties and corrosion resistanc,( time to deastruction

of specimenS) of sheets made of alloy V9,2ts after different aging
conditions and a-iditional low-temperature heatin

w*. limructsoF

Additional to des- I ldestruction
hoating ., i. tructio , 'of specimens,

n dsIn months

w ithou t hea tin g . , , 4 ý.,,; -"o.0,a I ,O ,ij mo . 4M.3 3 ,4 11l.,1 > iI
70,., 111oU hours . . . i. :,3 3,s,o ,) 4,0 I .,4 46,6 3UI,• 3 11 1) > I;
70", lOo -5 30, 7 40 , t 3 ,0 -11 47,3 3J7,0 l,, >1)I
700, 300U it 52 . 4 40,1 t2,0 - 46,0 31

90 ~ ~ >



Alloyvs also differ by the tendency to corrosion under pressure
,and intercrystalline corrosion in relation to the temperature-time inter-

val nf thp transition from zonal to phase aging. Those alloys do not
tend to corrosion under pressure, for which aging at room temperature,
at operational temperature (aerodynamic or nozzle heating), technical
heating or the conditions used for artificial aging lead to the appear-
ance of the structure of either zonal dissociaticn or well developed
phase a-ing. On the contrary, the transition to phase aging is
characterized by maximum sensitivity to corrosion cracking.

Itis necessary to note
that zonal structure can be sub- a

jected to further dissociation
under the influence oi aoplied
pressures (during operations or F-.
in tests), of nozzle heating or
very prolonged stay at room tern- 7 -0

perature. In order to evaluate j
this capacity of the alloys in
/83, 22/ a me thod was proposed V 10
for orolon ,ed holding of speci- I jjj
mens (uo to ,3000 hýmrs) at L
temneratures •f 50 and 700, • b
whi C.h allowed the appearance of
the oossible tendency to corros- Nil

ion cracking (table ;.) On the I
other hand, heating at higher M .H
temperatures of the alloy, l.coated

in the phase aging stage, improves
its resistance to corrosion "
cracking (table 7.) H

In principle for each >
acing alloy it is advantageoUs I if

-. nave three ai-ing conditions, ....211 27 170 IWI/417 ;.1617 ~ t m 5l
which correspond tc zonal aging, i NoI P' 6 ;2 6 12 , 2 t hour
phase a ing and coagulation Aging conditions
durLrin- ag.ng. In ronal aging Figure 7. rhe effect of aging conditions
maximum e1lasti- ity is observed ( 0 C,hrs) on the %rcchanica] oroperties
%t :2ufticient strength and at and corrosion resistance under oressure
a,: -a -e creep limit, but also of alloy ATsI.RJ(FridlyanderKuznetsova,
with hL-h scnsi tivity to peos- Davydcva,Batrakcv-.'a and ýiurova)
ible oubsequen' heating. Phase
a,-, yin:, , Le aximum strength and
crei-e'• limit, but lowc7red ecnigation -- dancer of c-rrosion cracking (in
'.he iniial s;.ý ocf a.-,in,) and hi•,h sensiti.-vity to cracks. Coaý-ulation
,•urin" a;, ng ensures high corrosion r~sistance, a high crc-ep limit, weak
2rr,siti 'y4 a~ditional heating (ooerational and test), increased

,esasLny, esnecially trst, hcwever all the relative elon,'uL"ns continues
.' re ain low, anr t<- sensitivity to cracks remaýis hi-h.



NOT REPRODUCIBLE
Table 7

Properties of alloy V93 after various aging conditions

Aging conditions
Properties* ,21r. 8 h + a h + 1.%+I •l h : h

. .. . . . ., i1, 4

. % 7............. 7,0,3
Duration of life
of snecimena,
in days M2 lore than 120,

tests discontinued
* Specimens were cut out of die stamps in the height

direc tion
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According to A. A. Bockvar (1), the type of heat treatment based
on the piocesses of a dissociation of a state of an alloy fixed by
hardening, is called annealing or aging.

During artificial aging in distinction to natural aging not only
are the processes of dissociation of the supersaturated solution
accelerated but another structure and a different complex of mechanical
and physical properties of the alloys appear.

When increasing the duration of the artificial aging or when in-
creasing the aging temperature above the conditions, which lead to
maximum hardness there occurs a lowering of the hardness and a creep
limit, and elongation increases insignificantly or doesn't change re-
maining at a comparatively low level.
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